
A302-8MASSAGE CHAIR

Product name

Rated voltage

Rated power

Product model

QTY

Air pressure

Massage Chair

100-240V~

150W

A302-8

20PCS/20FT   48PCS/40GP   72PCS/40HQ

Weight

0.025-0.03MPa

Noise ≤60dB

Class ISafety design

Gross weight: 96KG   Net weight: 83KG
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“SL”SHAPE CURVED RAIL 
The guide rail of the backrest frame adopts curved guide rail technology, which completely conforms to the back of the 

human body and makes people enjoy a�massage from the head to the thigh.

ZERO GRAVITY

The 135° and 118° zero-gravity 
angles that simulate spaceflight make 
the thighs and calves higher than the 
heart part of the body as if in a state 
of"weightlessness", making the spine 
free of pressure and achieving deep 
relaxation. 

when the legs are pulled out with 
the pedals, the legs will rise (the 
opposite direction to the feet) 
together with the stretching of the 
feet. The stretching length of the 
feet relies on the length of the 
user's legs.

LEG STRETCH

20cm

LINKAGE ARMREST

Armrest can automatically slide 
according to the backrest tile degree. 
When the chair is under being 
adjusted condition, the users can 
massage the hand and waist in a 
natural posture.



WIRELESS BLUETOOTH SYSTEM
Release fetter from time and space, enjoy unlimited conversation freedom. Make the communication follow your inclinations 
and enjoy the rhythm of music.  (The audio speakers are located on the upper arm area of the product, music can be played by 
connecting the bluetooth to a smart phone or tablet device)

SMART HOME LIFE
Using the innovative foot roller massage technique, 
massage the soles of the foot or soft or strong 
intensity, to make the foot massage more 
comfortable.

FOOT ROLLER MASSAGE

PRIVATE  MASSEUR
Enjoy a fashionable and healthy life



WHOLE BODY 
RELAXATION MASSAGE

AIR PRESSURE 
MASSAGE

24 pcs air bags for whole 
body massage, air pressure 

intensity freely adjust, 
compaction, pause or relax 

mode for great feeling.

4PCS
LEG AIRBAG 

MASSAGE

4PCS
UPPER ARM 

 AIRBAG MASSAGE

1PCSValve

8PCS

8PCS

FOOT AIRBAG 
MASSAGE
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1PCSValve

1PCSValve

UNDER ARM 
 AIRBAG MASSAGE

BACK

Detachable seat cushion

HIP

Carbon fiber far infrared heating

40℃-50℃ back heating function 
can relieve coldness and pain on 
your back. The emissive far 
infrared wave length coincides with  
human body wave length ,so the 
energy can be absorbed by human 
cell, which can activate cell and 
promote metabolism.

WITH WORSHIP DEFINE OUTSTANDING REALM, 
WITH HEALTHY ESCORT LEADING LIFE.
Based on biomechanics, ergonomics and model physical therapy, aim to human skeletal 

characteristics, combine with zero power, longer curved rail massage, morden physics stretch, 
point, total with 24 air bags and 1 air pump. It will bring you supreme massage experience when 

you at home, keep health and activity every day.

STRETCH-BEAUTY LOVE GROUP

Designed for relieve pain and stiffness 
on muscle specially, similar to scraping 
therapy, stretch back muscle, loosen 
muscle and bones, relieve fatigue.

Ease up massage on back and waist, 
active ligament on lumbar and thoracic, 
loosen your muscle stiffness, enjoying 
wonderful massage.

BACK & WAIST-HOUSE GROUP

Scientific 20 minutes automatic massage 
program, can massage focus on your 
fatigue point, provide healthy service for 
your whole body.

RELAX-CAMPAIGN GROUP

Completely real pressure massage 
designs from neck to sole, arms to your 
finger tips, will  provide you with 
incomparable  full-body massage 
experience and fully relieve skin.

COMFORT-OLD AGE GROUP

Comfortable neck and shoulder auto 
massage mode, make you have fun 
when enjoy massage, expel aches on 
cervical vertebra easily.

NECK & SHOULDER
-COMPUTER GROUP

Intelligent 2D massage system 
combines professional massage 
techniques to massage chairs to 
achieve multi-dimensional and aspect 
massage, to help relieve your fatigue 
after a long day of work.

FULLBODY-RUSH GROUP

EXCLUSIVE MASSAGE PROGRAM   
SUIT DIFFERENT GROUP OF PEOPLE

Intelligent mechanical massage hands continuing gather curve data on the back and 
imitate professional massage skill to realize multidimensional and aspect stereo 
massage. Intelligent massage hands imitate professional method to do the following 
massage action: kneading, tapping, knocking, shiatsu, kneading and tapping. So the 
mechanical hands can do effective massage to human cervical vertebra thoracic 
vertebra and lumbar vertebra. This method can guarantee back can get even 
strength massage, can compared with professional method, refresh yourself and 
relieve your fatigue.

INTELLIGENT MECHANICAL MASSAGE HANDS
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